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Can I get a witness
To your constant pain
Hear you're spinning downwards
Thought you were the same
Take some pride in who you are
Stop the tide of self defeat
Can I get a witness
Not someone to blame

Throwing rocks at glass houses shatters everything
Is there anyone I know who hasn't done the same? 
But it's all their fault and you didn't do nothin' did you
now? 
And it's all their fault and you didn't do nothin' did you
now? 

Can I get a witness
Where's your sense of pride
I know you used to have one
It's been pushed aside
Think about responsibility
You don't have to be the victim
Can I get a witness
Not just one more ride
And you want to play all aces, all you have's a duce
You're the last one at the table anyway
And we all make mistakes but we all learn from them
and move on
And we all make mistakes but we all learn from them
and move on

Can I get a witness
Is there one at all
What's the best for yourselves
Is what you both recall
Drop it now and move along
Everyone has forgotten it
Can I get a witness
To your free fall

Cause I worry that this story's just the iceberg's tip
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It gets so hard to know just what I believe
But it's all about trust and you know I trust you I do now
And it's all about trust and you know I trust you I do now

Can I get a witness? 
Can I get a witness?
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